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Aquarian Radio
Join hosts Janet Kira Lessin & Dr. Sasha
Lessin on AquarianRadio.com. Here we pierce
the veil, redesign the matrix to one that’s
divine and break on through to the other
side. Go to the web site for a full list of
our shows, episodes and schedule of our
programs. If you want to be a guest, fill
out a form on the web site. We feature
shows on ETs, ancient aliens, paranormal, psychology,
counseling, tantra, lovestyles, spirituality, metaphysics,
extraterrestrials,
interdimensionals,
time
travel,
teleportations, interplanetary travel, dreams, astral
projection, pastlives, life between lives, future lives,
hypnosis, hypnotherapy, holotropic breathwork, Voice Dialogue,
healing, relationships, consciousness, enlightenment,

meditation, peace, ecology, health, wellness, solutions and
more.
Listen to internet radio with
Aquarian Radio on Blog Talk Radio
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Another small collection of weird anomolies from the NASA
archives and various other sources. Could space be filled with
living critters just like our oceans, some of the footage and
pictures seem to suggest it could.
Main ADG Website: http://www.alien-disclosure-group.com/
ADG
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Alien-Disclosure-Group/189249627
773146
Follow ADG on Twitter: http://twitter.com/ADG_UK
Janet Reports:
I’ve had several “dreams”, downloads from Ninmah, years ago
regarding the Jellyfish UFOs. She said there are at least 20
huge mothership living jellyfish beings, each one can
transport over a billion beings plus their ecosystems and
cities, buildings and the like while “disasters” take place on
planets. There are many ways to divert “natural” disasters by
the Federation, but if all else fails, these living beings

transport life. Whales came to Earth, transported by Jellyfish
ships.
They are here to serve us if it comes down to trying times.
Ninmah promised the Earth that humanity shall not perish again
as they did in the flood. We are her children. She loves us.
hongkongfooyHAZE 6 months ago
i have had recuring dreams involving … jellyfish ufo’s…
10years worth.
wiered.
we see them, they are bueatiful, then there is this feeling of
dread.
we run inside a social club and try to baracade the doors
realising as we are doing this that? ‘they’ have the ability
to go through matter… they’re in!!!…i wake up
wtf
since,.. i keep seeing theses things.. like 4400….tenticles…
very very strange.
r other people… having dreams???

